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DOS



IMPORTANT!! To ensure the safe and proper usage of the 
DOS Cloud Sleeping Pad, please fully read and follow all 
instructions contained in this manual.  

 

Parts List  
Identify all parts and ensure that they are in good condition 
and working order each time you use the DOS Cloud 
Sleeping Pad. The product contents include: 

 

QUANTITY ITEM 
1  Cloud Sleeping Pad 
1 Sleeping Pad Storage Bag 
2 Elastic Storage Bands 

WARNING  
This product is flammable! Keep all flame and heat 

sources away from this product  

 

Carefully consider the location you place this product. 
Sharp rocks, jagged metal, stakes, spikes, nails, and other 
objects may compromise the integrity of the Cloud 
Sleeping Pad 



Use 
It is important to read these instructions carefully before taking the pad on your 
first trip. 
INFLATION 

o The DOS Cloud Sleeping Pad is designed to self-inflate with minimal to no 
manual inflation. Properly inflating the Pad after it has been unpackaged is 
essential to ensure proper function. 

o After unboxing your Pad, allow the Pad to self-inflate by opening the entire 
valve and setting the Pad aside for approximately 12-24 hours. After 12-24 
hours have passed, feel free to top off the Pad either by mouth or with the use 
of a pump (recommended). Close the whole valve and open just the inflation 
valve (smaller valve) to ensure internal air pressure is maintained as you inflate. 

o When setting up the Pad at your campsite, first unroll the Pad and spread it out 
in your tent. Open the entire valve and leave the Pad to self-inflate while you 
cook dinner, hike, swim, or explore.  

o At bedtime, test the Pad and adjust the amount of air inside the Pad to your 
personal comfort level by using just the inflation valve. 

o The Cloud Sleeping Pad’s valve caps are easily closed by pressing down on the 
cap’s hinge with one thumb and squeezing down around the rim of the cap with 
your other fingers.  

DEFLATION & PACKING 
o Begin the deflation process by opening the larger deflation valve at the end of 

the Pad.  
o Roll the Pad loosely and kneel on the rolled Pad to remove most of the air. 

Repeat the rolling process once or twice until the Pad is compressed enough to 
allow the elastic bands to slide over each end of the Pad.  

o Make sure to close all valves so that air does not begin to re-enter the Pad. 
o After slipping the two elastic bands over each end of the Pad, slide the Pad into 

its stuff sack and draw the bag closed.  

USE AND CARE  
o While the DOS Cloud Sleeping Pad is built with durability and longevity in mind, 

please be sure to occasionally use a mild soap and water solution to clean the 
Pad. Mix a soap and water solution (1 part soap to 8 parts water) and gently 
wipe the Pad. DO NOT MACHINE WASH 



o Do not expose an inflated Pad to direct sunlight or heat sources. This may cause 
the air to expand unnecessarily and apply too much excessive pressure to the 
seams of the Pad.  

o Keep mats away from sharp objects such as rough stones and rocks, thorns, 
metal edges, etc.  

o When using mechanical air pumps, please monitor the inflation level of the Pad 
to prevent ruptured seams and permanent damage to your Pad.  

o Inspect your Pad’s valves periodically to ensure no debris is preventing a 
positive air seal. Remove any debris with a damp cloth.  

o Store your Pad away from direct sunlight and pets. Your doggo’s sharp claws 
and teeth might just ruin your Pad!  

o Store your Pad at home unrolled with the entire valve open in a dry area. This 
will ensure proper self-inflation the next time you use it. If you are unable to 
store the Pad unrolled, you may need to repeat the ‘break-in’ process before 
your next trip. 

TIPS & TRICKS  
o A well inflated Pad provides a warmer and firmer experience. Let your personal 

preferences guide you to create the best experience! 
o To prevent moisture or humidity build up in the Pad, we STRONGLY recommend 

using a mini pump to inflate the Pad. Using your mouth to inflate may cause 
humidity build up inside the Pad.  

o If moisture or water builds up inside the Pad for whatever reason, gently use a 
hair dryer on the lowest heat setting and blow warm circulating air through the 
Pad’s valve. Take care to not damage the Pad.  

o Relocating the Pad from a warm to cold environment may cause the Pad to 
reduce in volume. This is perfectly normal!  

o When relocating the Pad between different elevations, we recommend leaving 
the valves open so that it is easier to remove the Pad from the storage bag.  

 

A MESSAGE FROM DOS 
Thank you for choosing the DOS Cloud Sleeping Pad for your new camping 
setup. We take pride in our design and manufacturing, and hope that this is the 
last Sleeping Pad you’ll ever have to purchase for your overlanding needs.  

For any questions or inquiries, please feel free to email 
support@desertoverlandsupply.com  

We wish you all the best! Safe travels!  
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